
Elevate Security and Zscaler Integrated Solution:

Enhance your Zero Trust / SASE
Strategy with Individualized Risk Data

Your Problem: 

According to Forrester, 59% of security
leaders recognize the need for a more
holistic insider risk management program
as part of their Zero Trust Strategy.
Security leaders are challenged to protect
higher-risk users, reduce the probability of
a breach through proactive scaled
responses, and maintain workforce
productivity without adding additional
burden to the SecOps team. 

Our Solution: 

Elevate Security provides a deep understanding
of individual risk within your workforce.
Integrating with Zscaler's rich telemetry and
aggregating it with other indicators from your
security stack, Elevate has a detailed view of a
user's activity, decisions, data handling, and
threat history, enabling Elevate to create an
encompassing risk score which allows security
teams to make better decisions and automate
responses to protect the business.

Together, Zscaler and Elevate increase the effectiveness of ZTNA and
SASE strategies by adding user risk to existing identity traits. Elevate
collects user information, device data, and employee behavior
indicators across many vectors, including email security, endpoint
detection and response (EDR), web security, SIEMs, applications, and
other technologies, including Zscaler. With this information, automated
conditional policies can better protect users, requiring MFA, limiting
access to those on an approved device, limiting web access, and even
driving specialized training and feedback.  
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Data Input Service - Facilitates
data inputs to the Elevate Platform

Elevate Security Platform

Zscaler Cloud

Cloud NSS Data Feed - Push Events
from Zscaler Cloud to Elevate Security

platform via Cloud NSS data feed

Other Direct Integrations

GSuite 

Office 365 

Proofpoint 

Mimecast

Cofense 

InfoSec IQ 

KnowBe4 

Office 365 [Attack Simulator]

CrowdStrike 

Microsoft Defender

SentinelOne 

Code42

Splunk
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Better Together: 

Leverage Zscaler’s high resolution telemetry to gain deep actionable insights
Attain a more robust security posture based on additional identity meta-data

Data is pushed from Zscaler Internet Access (ZIA) using Cloud Nanolog Streaming
Service (NSS) in real-time to the Elevate Security Platform. Elevate Security’s proprietary
data science models automatically quantify the risk level of each individual in a credit-like
risk score based on each individual’s behavior, decisions, data handling, and attack
history. Leveraging Zscaler’s high-resolution telemetry along with Elevate’s out-of-the-box
and customizable playbooks, security teams can respond to user-based risks in near real-
time with tailored responses based on each individual’s risk levels. For example, a high-
risk worker can be automatically moved into a high-risk group. Additional personalized
safeguards can be applied, such as requiring two-factor authentication or connecting
from a trusted, corporate-issued device. 

Benefits: 

About Zscaler: 
Zscaler (NASDAQ: ZS) accelerates
digital transformation so customers
can be more agile, efficient, resilient,
and secure. The Zscaler Zero Trust
Exchange protects thousands of
customers from cyberattacks and
data loss by securely connecting
users, devices, and applications in
any location. Distributed across
more than 150 data centers globally,
the SSE-based Zero Trust Exchange
is the world’s largest in-line cloud
security platform.

About Elevate Security: 
Elevate is a leading provider of cyber
risk intelligence that helps
organizations radically improve how
they make and apply security
decisions and better protect workers
from targeted attacks. The Elevate
Platform combines advanced risk
analytics, decision modeling, and data
science in an open and extensible
platform that allows organizations to
visualize and reduce workforce risk,
enable risk-based safeguards, and
understand and apply risk trends.
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